A novel passive shimming method for the correction of magnetic fields above the patient bed in MRI.
This paper presents a novel passive shimming method for the effective correction of static magnetic field (B0) inhomogeneities in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) systems. Passive shimming is used to find an optimum configuration for the placement of iron pieces applied to improve the B0 uniformity in the predefined imaging region referred to as the diameter of spherical volume (DSV). However, most passive shimming methods neglect to recognize that the space under the patient bed is not in use for imaging. In this work, we present a new algorithm that attempts to avoid the unnecessary shimming of the space under the patient bed. During implementation, the B0 field is still measured over the DSV surface and then mapped onto the effective imaging volume surface; a dedicated sensitivity matrix is generated only for the imaging area above the patient bed. A linear programming optimization procedure is performed for the determination of thicknesses and locations the shim pieces. Our experimental results showed that by revising the shimming target area, the new method provides superior optimization solutions. Compared to a conventional approach, the new method requires smaller amount of iron to correct the B0 inhomogeneities in the imaging area which has the effect of improving thermal stability to the B0 field. It also reduces the complexity of the optimization problem. Our new shimming strategy helps to improve the magnetic field homogeneity within the realistic imaging space, and ultimately improve image quality.